Shah settles in Egypt; Iranian threats persist

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - The deposed shah returned yesterday from a hospital overlooking the Nile River yesterday, finding a petulant refuge in Egypt after a year's wandering around the world.

Anony Iranian officials warned that the shah's latest move, his eighth since fleeing the Iranian revolution in Janu-

ary 1979, would obstruct pro-

gress toward resolving the cri-

sis over the U.S. Embassy hostage crisis. One official revived the threat of putting some hostages on trial.

[see related story on page 4]

[Cairo onefhann called for a march on the occupied embassy today to denounce what it said was a "treachery plot" by the United States and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to help the shah escape extradition proceedings in Panama.

The Moslem militants holding the Tehran Embassy said again their 50 American hostage.
captive for 142 days, would not be freed until the shah and his fortune returned to Iran.

In Washington, a senior Car-

ter administration official dis-

missed the threat of hostage

trials, but the State Department nonetheless issued a warning that "the Iranian government is aware of the consequences and condemnation that would take place if the Americans were tried.

The ailing Mohammad Reza Pahlavi and his wife, Farah Diba, took off from Panama on Sunday aboard a chartered American jetliner that refueled at a U.S.- Portuguese air base in the Azores islands and landed in Cairo yesterday.

He left Panama just a day before Iran's lawyers were to

[continued on page 4]

What an...

This valiant domer tries to be the Pete Rose of the frisbee set. See the outcome on page 4.

Alperovitz lectures on economics

by Michael Mader

Staff Reporter

Declaring a gloomy picture of inflation and stating that "no one knows where the economy is going," Gar Alperovitz spoke to a group of students yesterday, giving them a refresher course in Economics Alternatives.

The lecture was held in the Hayes-Healy building.

Alperovitz has been an eco-

nomic director for both the House of Representatives and the Senate, and is a former director for both the National Endowment for the Humanities and the National Endowment for the Arts.

Alperovitz was named inventory manager and Robert Carey will be dubbed manager.

"Overtrobad tradition"

Senior Bar appoints Quinn

By Colleen Short

The four managers of the Senior-Alumni Club (Senior Bar) for the 1980-81 year were announced last night by Dean of Students James A. Roemer. Kelly Quinn is the new general manager and first woman to gain that position.

Nineteen students applied for the four positions. Eight possible candidates were then selected by this year's managers, Tom McGrath, Clare Stack, Craig Zehold and Dick Wallach. After an extensive interview process, Roemer and Prof. Ken Milliani, financial advisor of Senior Bar, selected the final four.

In the interviews, the applicants were

presented with crisis situations which past managers experienced. "We wanted to see how they would handle the situations. We looked for patience, tact, and the ability to think quickly," said present general manager McGrath.

Roemer added, "We looked for a team that could work well together. The four of them have demonstrated a great deal of team spirit, integrity, and responsibility in their past endeavors."

According to Roemer, the general manager of Senior Bar must be able to motivate fellow employees and handle any situation quickly and prudently. "She (Quinn) impressed us as the person most able to live up to demands in the position. She demonstrated a great deal of intelligence in her handling of the hypothetical situations we presented to her," Roemer said. "She is quick, straightforward and honest. One fantastic quality is that she will do," Turzai explained.

McGrath agrees that she may have been overthrown because she is a woman. "It is true that she was perceived as a threat because she is a woman and very intelligent but I believe that she is tough enough to handle that problem that may arise," Quinn stated. A "long-standing tradition has been overthrown. I don't see the fact that I am a woman as a deterrent, but I will work that much harder to ensure a successful year. The job would be a challenge to anyone--male or female."

On plans for next year's Senior Bar, Quinn said, "I am really impressed with the present bar managers--I only hope that we can do as good a job as they have," she added, "I'm thrilled to death for the upcoming year."
Floundering campaigns
Kennedy, Bush seek revival

(Mexico City) — Engineers finally managed to cap the blowout that sent crude oil spewing into the Gulf of Mexico yesterday, and the recovery of the Mexican drilling rig "Camacucan" will provide a chance for an "oil culture" Paul Muldoon, poet of Belfast, Ireland.

The New York Daily News reported today that Kennedy ran away from the polls in New York, where he was leading in the GOP contest until he effectively pulled down his options yesterday. The total he trails the president by 20 points, or 56 to 36.

At least two Kennedy aides were prepared to tell him to quit. It would have been a mistake, but Kennedy would not do that. He was "chemically and viscerally" suited to nothing less than a fight, the musings of the nation.

On the Republican side, front-runner Ronald Reagan would be the likely winner in New York, where he has won a total of 123 delegates and those who are uncommitted. There was no possibility of the president in the GOP balloting, in which a total of 123 delegates were allocated.

Reagan had nine delegates already in hand, although they were uncommitted. Bush had six uncommitted delegates, but he was head-to-head against Reagan for only 31 more in the state's 59 congressional districts.

The Associated Press New York office reported that Bush would rebound from a string of disastrous showings. But a University of Connecticut poll showed Reagan with a sizable lead, though Bush sought salvation from an unusually large bloc of undecided voters.

Rep. John B. Anderson, R-Ill., also was on the ballot in Connecticut, but he was seen running third in the contest for the state's 33 GOP delegates.

Democratic Party 'gag' tape causes officials embarrassment

WASHINGTON (AP) — If the Republicans needed any help in lampooning President Carter, they could have gone no further than the last weekend from none other than Democratic Party headquarters.

Callers who dialed a certain telephone number at the Democratic National Committee's Washington office heard a recorded message from President Carter, complete with background banjo music, taped excerpts from Carter speeches and at least one raw expertise from a country-rock star at a Carter concert.

Embarassed Democrats discarded the message, entitled "Quest for the Presidency," 1976, "all a terrible mistake.

It was a party tape, they said, and was being used in a live test of telephone equipment for a dial-in message service at the Democratic National Convention in New York next August. When party officials discovered yesterday that people had learned of the gag tape and were dialing the number to lampoon the president, the tape was quickly yanked.

"We were just testing the equipment," pleaded Bob Hirschfeld, chief of broadcast services for the committee's news department. "We weren't expecting anyone to call during that time. That was only a live test of service for at least a year and a half."

Hirschfeld said he erased the entire three-minute tape.

"It will never be on again," he said.

On the tape, heard by reporters before it was removed from the dial-up machine, a serious-voiced narrator said Carter obtained "seed money" in 1976 presidential campaign by signing on as a donor for the "Atlantic Sperm Bank."

SPPRING BREAK PARTY for ND/SMC STUDENTS
Sponsored by ND Alumni Club of Ft. Lauderdale
• Thursday April 3, 1980 6:30 - 11:00 pm
• Riverside Hotel
• 1 block behind the Riverside Hotel.
• Located at 6201 S. Las Olas Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale
• Admission $45, with ND-SMC alumni
• Hamburger, Hot Dogs, and Beer will be available for a small charge.
• For information call the Ft. Lauderdale
• ND STUDENT HOTLINE 463-1472

Oil engineers plug hole in runaway Mexican drilling rig

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Engineers finally managed to cap the blowout that sent crude oil spilling into the Gulf of Mexico yesterday, the second such such suit, though Carter has already admitted its overdue loans totalled $22.5 million at the end of February, plus $110 million overdue on letters of credit to Japanese banks. More suits could cause Chrysler's efforts to arrange $300 million in new bank loans and other credits, which the automaker must do to qualify for the $1.5 billion in loan guarantees approved by Congress. The company has said it hoped to qualify by the end of this month.

Gunmen assassinate bishop as horrified nun looks on

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) — Gunmen entered a church in which Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero of San Salvador was celebrating Mass yesterday and assassinated him, according to a nun who said she and other persons in the church in which Archbishop Salvador was celebrating Mass yesterday and assassinated him, according to a nun who said she and other persons in the church.

Cloudy and cold today. Highs in the upper twenties. Increasing cloudiness tonight. Lows in the mid 40s.

Weather

Campus
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Senior Bar

Students interested in applying for 1980-81 Senior Bar staff position are encouraged to pick up an application for the position of business officer. Applicants must be available on the student activities office. Applicants must be available on the student activities office. They must be returned to the student activities office by 4/5/80.
Judicial Programs Board is accepting applications
The Governance Board is made up of five student representatives to the CLC, who are currently elected from among the hall vice-presidents, instead of being chosen not only from the vice-presidents, but also from any past student representation on the CLC.

The motivation behind this, according to Sweeney, was to promote motion of experience and continuity on the CLC. This motion also met defeat, with twelve votes for, one against, and one abstaining. Professor William Riehle, a faculty member of the CLC, cast the abstaining vote, stating that, “It isn’t feasible to preside the operation.”

As the end of the meeting approached, Student Body President-elect Paul Riehle moved that the original motion to extend the term of office for members of the CLC, and the postponement of elections for new student representatives be reconsidered.

Recommended that there would be a limit in the extension and postponement, the limit would be two weeks after students returned from spring break. This suggestion was also turned down.

with twelve members voting aye, none nay, and two abstaining.

The Board has agreed upon a proposal that a committee should study the composition and the effectiveness of the CLC, and then make a report in next year’s CLC at their meeting in April.

At the Student Business Council meeting, the council discussed the question of a student center, and passed a motion appointing a committee to study the possibility of such a center.

Moira Baker, Lewis hall rec. pointed out that a student center is needed. "I think it would in part remedy the situation. LaFortune isn’t adequate for student needs," Bak- er said. She called the request to repair the student union building a "band-aid work."

Fr. John Van Wolveled stressed the fact that a good presentation to the administration is needed to get the funds for such a center. "If it’s presented properly, we can get a foot in the door," Van Wolveled said.

Possible sites for the student center included the land where the fieldhouse stands, the land where the fieldhouse stands, and the soon to be vacant facilities of WNDU.

Sweeney asked as members of the CLC congratulated to this year’s accomplishments. Among the accomplishments named were the administration’s consideration of the extension of the lunch hours, and changes in Dalc.

As the final meeting of the 1978-80 CLC broke up, Father Van Wolveled remarked that the CLC was “trying too much too late” in proposing changes in the personnel of the constitution of the advisory body. But Fr. Riehle, Keenan rector called the meeting “an exercise in futility.”

Schools sponsor poets

“Poetry and Politics in Ireland and Indiana, A Symposium about a New Movement” is the focus of a gathering of Hoosier and Irish poets, educators and politicians today and Wednesday with meetings in Elkhart, Goshen, North Manchester and South Bend.

The symposium featuring six Irish writers and several American poets, educators, theologians and politicians, is cosponsored by the University, fordham College, Indiana University South Bend, Manchester College, Elkhart community schools, area churches and the Indiana Council on the Humanities.

The Irish participants are: Sean Cronin of the Irish Times, Dublin; Peter Fallon, poet and publisher, Dublin and Meath; Michael Longley, poet and assistant director of the Arts Council of Northern Ireland; Sean Lucy, poet, critic and professor of English at University College Cork; John Mc Gahern, novelist from Leitrim, and Paul Muldoon, poet and radio producer from Belfast.

The South Bend meetings begin tonight at 8 p.m. in Room 202 of Notre Dame’s Architecture Building when Muldoon discusses “The Language of Myth in My Insular Culture.” Lucy and Longley discuss the same topic at 8:15 in the Little Theatre at BSD.

Tomorrow at 4:30 pm in the Library Auditorium Lucy and McGahern discuss “The Politics of Poetry.” Thursday at 2:30 pm in Room 121 of Notre Dame’s Healy-Hyrs Building Muldoon, Fallon and Lucy will discuss the politics of poetry, followed at 4:30 pm by Longley reading his poetry.

Tuesday morning, April 8. The SMC/IND shuttle will not run from Saturday through Monday April 7. Likewise, the Regina pool and Angelo Athletic Facility will be closed through these dates.

The Saint Mary’s library will be open from 8 am to 4:30 pm through Friday, but will close Saturday and Sunday. It will re-open Monday, March 31 until Thursday, April 3. The library will be closed Good Friday through Easter Sunday.

The post office and the bookstore will maintain regular working hours throughout the break, with the exception of Good Friday, when the post office will be closed.

“The LeMans desk will post a schedule of SMC/IND services for Holy Week,” Jackow- ski explained. “If there is any emergency or any reason a student would need additional information, she should contact the LeMans desk.” she said.

SMC Student Government accepting applications

By Deirdre Dalton

Saint Mary’s Student Government is presently accepting applications for the 1980-81 Board of Governance. President-elect Kathleen Sweeney said last night.

The Governance Board is made up of the Student Body President, Vice President of Student Affairs and Academic Affairs, who presides over the Commissioners.

The members of the Board that make up the Board of Governance according to Sweeney, are the Election Commissioner, the Off-Campus Commissioner, the Development Commissioner, the SAB Commissioner, the Spiritual Commissioner, the Athletic Commissioner, the Judicial Program Board Com- missioner and the Public Rela- tions Commissioner. Class president and hall presidents are also Commissioners on the Board of Governance.

Sweeney said the Board is “a channel of communication where the officers can articulate their ideas and goals and also a board to hear the ideas of the students through comment and discussion.” She also added, “decides the direction the student government should take by listening to these ideas.”

The structure of the Board will basically remain the same as this year Board, noted Sweeney. She also emphasized the Board’s flexibility, saying “We want to absorb new ideas and new people.” Application deadlines have been extended until this Friday.

Applications may be picked up in the Student Activi- ties Office.

...CLC

(continued from page 1)

River City Records
northern indiana's largest record & tape
in selection and concert ticket headquarters

$1.00

any regular album or tape purchase with this coupon.

end one per person

Expires April 15, 1980

2,000 albums & tapes are on stock.

Visit Any Center And See For Yourself

Why We Make The Offers

Prepare for:

MCAT - DAT- LSAT- GMAT
GRE - GRE PSYCH - GRE BIO
PCAT - OAT - VAT - SAT
NMBT, IT, III, EFCMG, FLEX, VQEB
NDB, LII, HPSBS - NLE

Travels to Canada & Lugano

291-3150

Evelyn Center

Outside N. State Only CALL TOLL FREE. 800-223-1782

Get in in less Than 3 Days 10-23-1783

JAPAN: Tokyo, Osaka, Japan & Europe Downtown

STUDENT TICKET LOTTERY for
Cheap Trick

Appearing Tuesday April 29

$8.50 $7.50

Lottery to be held Monday April 7, 8:00 pm
LaFonatre Ballroom

Tickets go on sale Tuesday April 8

No Ticket Office

Acc Gate 10

May 2015
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Saint Mary's facilities' reschedulc hours

By Patty Skeehan

With Spring Break just a few days away, many of the facili- ties and services at Saint Mary’s are rescheduling their hours to accommodate those residing on campus during break. Sr. Carol Jackson, announced today.

Saga Food Service will serve its last board meal at dinner Thursday night. The dining room will reopen Monday, April 7 for dinner. The snack bar closes for break Thursday at 2:30 pm and reopens Tues- day, April 8 at 10:30 am.

The LeMans desk will be open from 8 am to midnight throughout break. Those re- maining on campus must make room arrangements in LeMans, registering at the desk before break. No fee will be charged for students staying in Le Mans.

Health services will close Friday afternoon, and reopen Tuesday morning, April 8.
The Observer
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States warned Iran yesterday against punishing American hostages held in Tehran as retaliation for the departure of the deposed shah from Panama.

Insisting that the decision of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi to leave Panama for Egypt was made by the former monarch alone, Carter administration officials also tried to cool tempers in Tehran by offering to improve relations once the 4½-month-old hostage crisis ends.

The officials said the Soviets pose a common danger to U.S. and Iranian interests in the Persian Gulf and reaffirmed an offer to discuss American aid after the 50 American hostages were freed from the embassy.

The shah's sudden departure from Panama on Sunday upset the situation in Tehran, a senior administration official acknowledged. And yet he dismissed a threat by Ayatollah Sadeq Khalkhali, an Iranian prosecutor, to put the Americans on trial and then jail them.

The official said this was "not a very possible or probable outcome.

Even so, the administration issued a warning through State Department spokesman Hodding Carter that "the Iranian government is aware of the consequences and condemnation that would take place" if the hostages were tried.

A White House official, who asked that he not be identified, indicated the administration does not attach "the same degree of concern" to the trial threat that it did when Iranian officials earlier suggested the Americans could be placed before courts.

The concern we would feel has not changed," this official said, "but our assessment of the situation within the administration indicated they felt the ultimate fate of the American hostages would not be affected by the shah's move to Egypt. He left Panama after two presidential advisers, Hamilton Jordan and Lloyd Cutler, held quiet negotiations with those in his confidence.

The Iranian government had hoped, through legal proceedings, to have the shah returned to Tehran for trial as a war criminal. Punishing him in the principal demand of the Moslems would not harm the hostages and the U.S. Embassy on Niv. 4.

Panama has no extradition treaty with Iran. However, Iranian officials had taken a number of steps to circumvent that problem.

Still, the White House official said the real question was never any prospect that the shah would be extradited to Iran and that was made clear to him and to his people.

The families of the hostages were assured on Saturday that the shah would not return to the United States. "(He the shah) had made no request to come back here," the White House official said. "So far as I've been involved did not consider that to be the best option.

However, another U.S. official said the option of returning to the United States was open to the shah but that he and his doctors decided against it.

A career in law— without law school.

After just three months of study at The Institute for Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a stimulating and rewarding career in law or business— without law school.

As a lawyer's assistant, you will be performing many of the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of your training, The Institute's Unique Placement Service will find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or corporation in the city of your choice.

The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first and most respected school for paralegal training. Since 1970, we've placed over 3,300 graduates in 85 cities nationwide.

If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking for an above average career, contact your Placement Office for an interview with a representative.

...Shah

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States warns against retaliation to the hostage issue.

Ayatollah Sadeq Khalkhali, a leading Iranian revolutionary and former chief judge, told reporters in Rome that Pahlavi accused of espionage would be put on trial and then jailed. He said the trials would take place after Iran's new Parliament convenes— something not expected before mid-April.

The families of the hostages are liberated.

Concerning Iran

....}
Oil in Gulf

**Explosion sears offshore site**

GALVESTON, Texas (AP) — An explosion and fire seared an offshore drilling platform in the Gulf of Mexico early yesterday, killing two men, injuring 49, and leaving four persons missing, officials said.

The rig, drilling a gas well about 10 miles off the upper Texas coast, erupted into flame and smoke yesterday afternoon, sending men in the crew of 41 scurrying for safety. Only six escaped injury.

The Coast Guard in Galveston said a fixed wing craft, a helicopter and the cutter Ponce Monroe were searching for the missing crewmen, who were said to have been in the vicinity of the explosion.

Wild well fighter Red Adair put a crew on a nearby rig to assess the damage and determine how best to put out the raging fire.

The cause of the explosion was under investigation.

The survivors were taken by helicopter to an oil platform miles away to await medical personnel airlifted from the coast.

Helicopters ferried them to John Sealy Hospital in Galves-ton. All 29 injured, many on stretchers, had arrived by noon, said Sealy spokesman Miles Kanape.

Fourteen were treated and released Kanape said, and others were admitted or held for observation. The injuries ranged from burns to "multiple trauma" involving fractures, abrasions and cuts, he said.

A medical corpsman who had flown to the scene told some reporters that many men were injured when they donned life jackets and jumped into the water. However, a company spokesman said evacuation capsules were used. The platform itself is about 100 feet above the water line.

The drilling platform is operated by Pennzoil for a group of owners, but Pennzoil had only one man on the rig, the said company spokesman Bob Harper in Houston. The others were contract workers for Pool Offshore Co., located in Harvey, La. Rescue operations were hampered by high winds and waves as a cold front moved through the area.

At one point, a helicopter trying to transport the most seriously injured had to be tied to the platform to keep from being blown overboard. But at about 7:15 a.m. it managed to lift off with the first of the injured for the trip to Galves-ton, which took more than an hour.

Harper said many of the men got off the platform via two evacuation capsules, which he said "look a lot like flying saucers."

The capsules are completely sealed and have a small power unit aboard that allows persons inside to lower the unit into the water and then move at relatively slow speeds.

"Our boats picked them out of the capsules," Harper said. "We had a 185-foot work boat and a 96-foot standby boat at the rig. That's standard procedure."

One 19-year-old survivor, Gary Owen, who worked as a caterer, told his father he had ridden the evacuation capsule. YoungOwen, who suffered cuts on his elbow and knees, would not discuss his experience.

---

**VACATION IN SUNNY PITTSBURGH**

Okay, it's not Wildwood or Virginia Beach or Yosemite or the Poconos, but it's home to some of us, and to some of you, too.

If you're not spending a lazy college summer at a famous resort, consider an indus­trious summer at Duquesne University.

**Duquesne's Summer School offers:**

- 12 courses in Education, including Foundations of Education, Teaching Ele­mentary Science, Educational Psychology
- 9 courses in Pharmacy, includingOrgani­cal Pharmacy, Social and Behav­ioral Aspects of Illness and Health
- 21 courses in Business, including Accounting, Information Processing, Principles of Management, Probability and Statistics
- 3 courses in Nursing, including Short-term and Long-term Nursing, Intravenous Injections
- 4 courses in Music, including a broad range of Music courses for piano, voice, brass, organ and strings.

**Call this number:**

412-443-6666

Pittsburgh, PA 15220

---

**Economics**

(continued from page 1)

"What is happening is not a generalized inflation. It is not a wave of rising prices but a price-wage inflation," Alperovitz said. Typical inflation is a result of wages driving up prices, while at this time, prices are driving up wages. Alperovitz analyzed the cause of price hikes and concluded that superinflation is the result of a broad range of factors. Inflation in the four-year period of 1976-80 for the basic necessities rose from 3.7 percent to a January-annualized 25.4 percent, while inflation on other goods and services remained consistently between 6.5 and seven percent, according to Alperovitz.

Alperovitz divided basic necessities into four sectors and analyzed the problems and solutions of each one. In the housing sector, there is a severe shortage due to the baby boom moving into the family life," Alperovitz noted. Concentration on tighter budgeting of Capretz's plan, closes down on any development, since opening up the field, Alperovitz said. The solution to the housing problem will come by planning housing on the national and local levels. The planning does not mean concentration on construction, but on all aspects, including credit control and tax incentive, he concluded.

In the health sector, Alperovitz sees third parties as the key to cut costs without prices rising up. Alperovitz suggested a solution would be to look into a national health care program.

A scarcity in grain in the summer will reach the dairy food sector, because, the animal products which provide meat and dairy products depend on grain, Alperovitz noted. "We are in a country that allows people to go through the country," the economist cautioned.
**Title**

"Coming back has been the story of this team all year," said Smith, who put in two killing foul shots at the end for Louisville. "This shows a lot of people. They called us a team that would fold, but we really showed them."

The victory was especially sweet for Crum, a former UCLA player and assistant coach. His Louisville teams had lost three times before to the Bruins in the NCAA playoffs.

"This time it was our turn," Crum said. "I love it. This was the greatest. The kids really held their poise and hit the free throws down the stretch."

**Molarity**

by Michael Molinelli

"I DON'T WANT MOTHER TO KNOW WHY I AM DRYING MYSELF TO THE LIMIT." "TWO HOURS IS NOTHING. I DON'T KNOW WHAT I DO TO MOTHER." "I ALMOST DIE A DAY!" "AMAZING." **Gold Goes Up-Dollar Goes Down. Traders Pane Over Anxiously. Dollar Sinks in Agaist an Exchange of the Dollars Down!" **ALL RUSSIA HAS TO DO IS TO INVEST ENOUGH SMALL COUNTRIES, AND THE DOLLAR WILL GO DOWN SO LOW, THE U.S WILL BE DESTROYED ECONOMICALLY!**

**Doonesbury**

by Garry Trudeau

"For the first three quarters the ball just wasn't going in at all," Berryman said. "They played a really tough man-to-man defense, which drove us out of our offense. They cut off our passing lanes and cut off our driving lanes." But when Howard finally got its passing and driving lanes back, it was Keenehan that helped his squad capitalize on them.

"Keenehan really came through amazingly," Berryman said. "He was a freshman playing like a senior. He had two super drives at the end that showed lots of poise for a freshman that was working with all juniors."

Keenehan, meanwhile, felt that it was Howard's defensive play that sparked the comeback.

"In the first game against Grace (52-59 Grace won last Wednesday) we had to lose," Keenehan said. "I'm glad we had to do it, because the ball just wasn't going in for us. They cut off our passing and driving lanes."

"I'm glad we had to lose to Grace," Keenehan said. "I'm glad we had to do it, because the ball just wasn't going in for us. They cut off our passing and driving lanes." But when Howard finally got its passing and driving lanes back, it was Keenehan that helped his squad capitalize on them.

"Keenehan really came through amazingly," Berryman said. "He was a freshman playing like a senior. He had two super drives at the end that showed lots of poise for a freshman that was working with all juniors."

Keenehan, meanwhile, felt that it was Howard's defensive play that sparked the comeback.

"In the first game against Grace (52-59 Grace won last Wednesday) we had to lose," Keenehan said. "I'm glad we had to do it, because the ball just wasn't going in for us. They cut off our passing and driving lanes."

"I'm glad we had to lose to Grace," Keenehan said. "I'm glad we had to do it, because the ball just wasn't going in for us. They cut off our passing and driving lanes."

"In the first game against Grace (52-59 Grace won last Wednesday) we had to lose," Keenehan said. "I'm glad we had to do it, because the ball just wasn't going in for us. They cut off our passing and driving lanes."

**The Daily Crossword**

**Rent Your Tuxedo At...**

**CENTURY FORMALWEAR**

**anything in stock**

$29.95

1622 MISHAWAKA AVE. (S.B.) 287-5938

**Banquet tickets on sale**

The 1980 Notre Dame hockey banquet will be held on Thursday, April 17, in the Memorial Room at the ACC. Tickets are priced at $10.50 for members of the Blue Line club, and $11.50 for non-members. They are available by calling the hockey office at 8488, during normal business hours.

**CORBY'S**

**KAMIKAZEES**

**3 DRAFTS**

$1.00
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...Fallon

[continued from page 8]

the Physical Education Department and guided the Irish wrestlers for 18 years. In 1977 he was honored for his years of duties, a job he has come to cherish more and more as the years pass.

"Maybe I'm mellowing out as I get older," admits Fallon, "but I've enjoyed coaching more the last couple of seasons, mostly because of the types of kids we've had the great leadership. I find a high positive correlation between good leadership, a good captain and the success of the team. We had that last year with Mark (Trueblood) and again this year with Carlson (Bart)."

A whole lot of internal leadership and a little dash of Tom Fallon—the secret to Notre Dame's success for the past 25 years. "You name the captain," he says, "and I'll tell you whether or not it was a good season."

"I'll say what his job is, and it does well. I find that when you get to the college level, coaches k's are games are set. There's nothing like you can do about individual technique. Take (Mark) McMahon (this year's number one singles player), for example. It would seem like the strategy to give him a big serve," he says with a smile. "But it's amazing what you can sometimes do when these kids get really enthused about it, they play better than they're capable of. Don't think the coach is as much a motivator as the team morale and the leadership of the captain."

"You name the captain, and I'll tell you whether or not it was a good season."

"The job of a college coach today is to offer the best in the way of facilities, opportunity to develop, organization, a good schedule and a certain amount of discipline."

The 63-year-old coach returns on his tennis career, certain moments highlight the Fallons. Would any coach remember better than the year his team won it all?

"You'd have to say the National Collegiates in 1950 was the height of our season. We had two unbeaten seasons. "Actually, we tied Tulane under the same conditions in 1949 and 1951. But his is quick to point out, 'We'll have won a good one if we'd had the present scoring system.'"

Since then, Fallon has won an impressive string of 350-151 tennis record, second only to retired baseball coach Jake Kline on the all-time Notre Dame coaching victories list. Including his wrestling wins, Fallon totals 412 behind Kline's 552. Add to that four Eastern College Championship titles and 21 (on the way to 22) wins. But there is no satisfaction, nothing but success.

Fallon realizes that there are a number of teams in the country that his teams could never compete with, but they do, nonetheless. "The kids don't lose looking to Michigan 9-0," he says, "because they know they can beat them, they can improve, they can improve, they can improve."

"The present, the university allows two full scholarships for tennis and one for tennis players, three grants fewer than the NCAA's maximum limit of five. Our kids can compete with anyone in the country to live with."

If there was a full scholarship program here, there's no doubt this program would be nationally ranked every year, but I'm not sure it's worth the price. Take the few NCAA champions, for instance. Guys like Billy Martin, who made a name for himself and Jimmy Connors — they go to a school and announce they're going to win the NCAA championship. His slim ticket or not, he's going to win it."

"He's an exceptional player, the other guy isn't getting out of the back door, he's got a great scholarship."

"They used to send all the news to Indiana. I was the number one singles for the last 10 years, so they'd never call me. But two things have happened. One, the local papers have started writing the stories. Secondly, Notre Dame has won another national stage they have been victorious in."

Tom Fallon's teams may have played in the national stage that they once performed on, but two things have re-emerged. They are once again a national team. The sudden change of tune?

...Statement

If the baby had been born with an arm and leg, it would be accepted a little easier than the one that didn't have parenting the child cut off.

If the University is trying to set a precedent for other joint tennis scholarships, that's what is going about the wrong way. Be thankful Notre Dame won't go against a 'geographically more complex league,' as in 1978 and 1979 of the last two years, the sudden change of tune? 
Howard retains crown

By Paul Mallane
Assistant Sports Editor

Griffith leads Louisville to title

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — When the Louisville Cardinals needed someone to take over in the last stages of a game, they only look for one person: Delrell Griffith.

And, as usual, superstar Delrell Griffith came through for them.

"I felt I had to take charge. I was disappointed in my performance," Griffith said.

But the All-American guard said last night that his performance was "not up to par." Griffith is the second in a two-part series focusing on Griffith.

So how did Griffith score a game-high 25 points, including six of the last six minutes, to help turn around the tough defensive pressure that held Louisville to a season low in last year's first half when they lost to the NCAA basketball championship title with a 59-54 victory.

Griffith scored a game-high 25 points in the last six minutes of the game. He was instrumental in gaining Louisville's first national title.

"I knew the other guys could do it. I just knew that if I did what I felt was my responsibility," Griffith said. Griffith also scored 54 seconds on Saturday to help the Cardinals beat Iowa, 80-72, in the semifinals at Market Square Arena.

Note Dame's 1959 NCAA Champion varsity tennis team left to right: third-year head coach Tom Fallon, co-captain Ron Schoenberg, co-captain Max Browm, Don Ralph, Charles Stephens, Ray Banner, and Bill Henebrec. Twenty-one years later, 63-year old Fallon is still the Notre Dame tennis coach and has posted 350 career victories.

Fallon gets older, gets better

Editors Note: This is the first of a two-part series on Notre Dame's winningest active coach, men's tennis mentor Tom Fallon.

By Michael Ortmann
Sports Writer

The year was 1959. The Dodgers nipped the Yankees four games to three in the World Series. Rocky Marciano retired as the heavyweight boxing champion. The Montreal Canadians won the Stanley Cup for the second straight year. Baseball star Ted Williams was fined for spitting at a fan. Carter seemed certain to renew his lease on the White House. The Irish football team had its worst season in 15 years while Vegas Fer- guson grabbed most of the headlines. And Tom Fallon is still the Notre Dame tennis coach.

"My understanding at the time was that the job was for the next two years," says Fallon. "I had no idea that I would be the first in a two-part series focusing on Griffith. Griffith scored 11 hard-earned points in the first half as the Irish hockey team defeated a game-high 25 points that can be done about this. To the contrary, Lefty this weekend, the team went out of our pattern boxing champion. The Mont-

Michael Ortmann

that does not mean that the other women's sports are being overlooked. Unlike the NCAA, the AIAW does not include a sport with no scholarships to remain at a lower level of competition while the scholarship- based sports climb to Division I. On the other hand, Notre Dame's men's swimming and soccer teams, which have no scholarships, must compete at the Division I level because the football and men's basketball teams do. Three cheers for the AIAW!!!

Secondly, which division a women's scholarship program competes in is determined by the number of scholarships it offers. The AIAW has placed a limit of 12 scholarships on basketball (three less than the NCAA's 15). A Division II school can offer no more than 10 percent of that maximum. The very first scholarship dollar granted to a women's team automatically elevates it from Division II to Division I as determined by the number of scholarships it offers. The AIAW has placed a limit of 12 scholarships on basketball (three less than the NCAA's 15). A Division II school can offer no more than 10 percent of that maximum. The very first scholarship dollar granted to a women's team automatically elevates it from Division II to Division I based on the same interpretation of a possible new coach. Current coach Sharon Petro is a candidate.

What can one say about Digger running the transition except good luck. If anybody can sell basketball, it's Digger Phelps.

Back to the play-by-play:

Current grants-in-aid to Notre Dame male athletes are unaffected, according to the exception of hockey. Efforts will be made to cut back on the substantial subsidy to ice hockey by a gradual reduction in the number of grants-in-aid and by an attempt to reduce travel costs. The team will continue on in the WCHA next season while exploring future options, including membership in a more geographically more complete league.

Perry and pointless are perhaps the best adjectives for this section. It appears that the Irish will skate with 18 scholarship players next season while the rest of the WCHA goes with 20. Some schools might be able to live with this quite easily. For Notre Dame, it may be the straw that breaks the camel's back.

Just think about the handicaps the Notre Dame team is and will be faced with. First, academic requirements close the door on the very finest. "The years go by so quickly. The 350

Tennessee and the Marylands. Digger will also have a major voice in the selection of a possible new coach. Current coach Sharon Petro is a candidate.

What can one say about Digger running the transition except good luck. If anybody can sell basketball, it's Digger Phelps.

Back to the play-by-play:

Current grants-in-aid to Notre Dame male athletes are unaffected, according to the exception of hockey. Efforts will be made to cut back on the substantial subsidy to ice hockey by a gradual reduction in the number of grants-in-aid and by an attempt to reduce travel costs. The team will continue on in the WCHA next season while exploring future options, including membership in a more geographically more complete league.

Perry and pointless are perhaps the best adjectives for this section. It appears that the Irish will skate with 18 scholarship players next season while the rest of the WCHA goes with 20. Some schools might be able to live with this quite easily. For Notre Dame, it may be the straw that breaks the camel's back.

Just think about the handicaps the Notre Dame team is and will be faced with. First, academic requirements close the door on the very finest hockey players (for the most part). There's nothing that can be done about this. To the contrary, Lefty Smith is more than pleased, as Notre Dame should be, that every Irish hockey player has graduated, a point that is worth mentioning.

For the second straight White House. The Irish foot-

Overall superintendence of this program is provided.